**IDP bibliography template**

Example entries for different kinds of publication:

**Book:**

```xml
<bibl id="Karmay_1988">
  <author>Karmay, Samten</author>
  <title level="m" lang="eng">The Great Perfection</title>
  <imprint>
    <title level="s">Studies in Indian and Tibetan Buddhism</title>
    <pubPlace>Leiden</pubPlace>
    <publisher>EJ Brill</publisher>
    <date>1988</date>
    <idno type="ISBN">1234-5678910</idno>
  </imprint>
  <note></note>
  <keywords>Tibet</keywords>
  <keywords>Buddhism</keywords>
  <genBibl>tibet</genBibl>
</bibl>
```

**Article in book:**

```xml
<bibl id="Uebach_1990">
  <author>Uebach, Helga</author>
  <title level="a" lang="eng">On Dharma-Colleges and their Teachers</title>
  <imprint>
    <title level="m" lang="eng" type="shortRef">Daffina_1990</title>
    <biblScope type="pp">43-64</biblScope>
  </imprint>
  <note></note>
  <keywords>Tibet</keywords>
  <keywords>History</keywords>
  <genBibl>tibet</genBibl>
</bibl>
```

**Journal article:**

```xml
<bibl id="Coombs_1987">
  <author>Coombs, James H.</author>
  <title level="a" lang="eng">Travels in Tibet</title>
  <imprint>
    <title level="j" lang="eng" type="shortRef">JRAS</title>
    <biblScope type="issue">30. 11</biblScope>
    <biblScope type="pp">933–947</biblScope>
  </imprint>
  <note></note>
  <keywords>Tibet</keywords>
  <keywords>Travel</keywords>
</bibl>
```
Journal:
<bibl id="JRAS">
<title level="j" lang="eng">Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society</title>
</bibl>

Electronic publication:
<bibl id="IDPSites_2005">
<respStmt n="1" type="contributor" id="SW">Whitfield, Susan</respStmt>
<respStmt n="2" type="contributor" id="SvS">van Schaik, Sam</respStmt>
<respStmt n="3" type="contributor" id="IG">Galambos, Imre</respStmt>
<respStmt n="4" type="contributor" id="AM">Morrison, Alastair</respStmt>
<title level="e" lang="eng">IDP Site Information</title>
</bibl>

Unpublished paper:
<bibl id="Ishizuka_1990">
<title level="u" lang="eng">Notes on writing</title>
<note>Paper presented at the 12th meeting of the Association for Inner Asian Studies, Hamburg, 1990.</note>
</bibl>
Notes for bibliography templates

1. Titles and authors:

<bibl id=""> contains the short reference, which is usually the author's surname followed by the date of publication (separated by an underscore). For works with two authors, use the following: author1_author2_date. For works with three or more authors use the following: author1_etal_date. For Chinese names, use both parts of the name with no separation, e.g. MaoZedong_1964.

As well as <author>, <editor> and <respStmt> elements can be used. The <respStmt> is for contributors who are neither authors nor editors. Their role should be specified if possible; for example, <respStmt type="translator"> or <respStmt type="compiler">.

Where there is more than one <author> (or <editor> or <respStmt>) they should be numbered with the n attribute, eg. <author n="1">, <author n="2"> and so on. See the Electronic Publication template above.

Where the <author> (or <editor> or <respStmt>) name is in more than one language the <author> tag should be repeated, with the language specified; for example <author lang="eng">, <author lang="chi-Hant">. etc.

In the <title> element, the lang attribute indicates the language of the item.

The level attribute indicates the type of publication:
- a analytic title (article, poem, or other item published as part of a larger item)
- m monographic title (book, collection, or other item published as a distinct item, including single volumes of multi-volume works)
- j journal title
- s series title
- e electronic publication
- u title of unpublished material

2. Within the <imprint> element:

<title> indicates the volume within which an article or chapter appears. If this is given as a short reference (e.g. Whitfield_2004), rather than a full title, add the attribute type="ShortRef". This makes the reference into a clickable link. In this case do not add publication data (<publisher>, <pubPlace> or <date>). Do add issue and page numbers for journal articles, but not for articles in books.

<biblScope> indicates an issue number (for journal article), a volume (for a series of books) or a page number (for an article in a journal—not in a book). Use the type attribute to indicate what is being defined, using the values "issue", "vol" or "pp". Note that a journal article will usually have two <biblScope> elements, one for the issue, and one for the page numbers.

<date> indicates first date of publication. To indicate a specific later edition, use the <edition> element (see 'Book' example above). This element can also be used to show the date of the most recently updated version of an electronic file (see example for 'Electronic' above).

<idno type="ISBN"> please find and add this (only for books).

Note: <imprint> is not used for unpublished works (see example above).
3. Keywords

<keyword> can be used to contain any descriptive keyword for the work, which will be searchable. Each <keyword> element can only contain one word.

<genBibl> is used for specific keywords to display bibliographies on IDP website pages. See the authority file for the list of genBibl keywords.

Please email any queries to idp@bl.uk. Completed templates should also be emailed to this address, preferably as an attachment in plain text format, with unicode (UTF-8) encoding.